
J O S E F H L A D K t 

R E M A R K S 
ON C O M P L E X C O N D E N S A T I O N P H E N O M E N A 
IN S O M E E N G L I S H A N D C Z E C H C O N T E X T S * 

The problems of complex condensation in Modern English were first dealt with by J . Vac hek 
(1). The term complex condensation was first used by V. Mathesius to denote an introduction 
into a sentence of a nominal element or phrase replacing the finite verb of a subordinate clause 
and so dispensing with the clausal structure altogether. The means of condensation (for short: 
condensers) are mainly nominal forms derived from verbs, such as infinitives, participles, gerunds, 
and verbal nouns. In his above-mentioned chapter, J . Vachek compares equivalent English 
and Czech contexts, both from literary prose works and from specialized literature, and demon
strates the preponderance of the instances of complex condensation established in the English 
contexts (either original English or translated from Czech) over those found in the Czech contexts. 
A comparison of the historical development of the two languages shows that the number of 
condensers in English has increased, esp. by the rise of gerunds, while in Czech it has been reduced 
by the loss of the present passive participle. This development seems to have gone hand in hand 
with the decreasing dynamism of the finite verb in English and with the increasing dynamism 
of its Czech opposite number. In English, it is the condensers themselves that make up for the 
reduced dynamism by their ability to convey, or to co-convey at least, the setting in time of 
the actions or processes involved. After a detailed analysis of the problems described above 
J . Vachek arrives at the conclusion that the different positions occupied by the phenomena 
of complex condensation in English and Czech are related to the general structure of these lan
guages (analytical and synthetic, respectively) and to the reduced dynamism of the English verb 
(and the correlated strong nominal tendencies in English) on the one hand and to the dynamically 
strong Czech finite verb on the other. 

Besides J . Vachek's study, a number of papers have been published discussing problems 
more or less related to the phenomenon of complex condensation. J . Nosek and VI. Hrabfi (2) 
are dealing with the problems of the so-called semi-sentence construction in Early New English 
and in Czech and Russian (3). J . Machacek (4) studies a question connected with the reduction 
of dynamism in the English verb — the question of copulas and full verbs in contemporary 
English and the transitional phenomena between these two categories. In a number of contri
butions J . Firbas (6) analyses the character of the English verb in the act of communication 
and the nominal tendencies ascertainable in modern English. 

I 

J . Vachek's paper on complex condensation was used as a theoretical basis for 
the work of five members of a students' research circle (cf. footnote on p. 105) estab-

* The present paper is based on the results of analyses presented in the diploma theses of 
A. Hladka, J . Hladky, D. Chvatalova, O. Kf iz and O. Ticha. 

BRNO STUDIES IN ENGLISH, Volume Three (Praha 1961). 
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lished in the Department of English of the Brno University, the results of the 
investigations being recorded in unpublished diploma theses of the members of that 
circle. Using the method developed by J. Vachek, the members studied the pheno
menon of complex condensation on corresponding English and Czech contexts, taken 
both from narrative prose and from works of professional character. The contexts 
were either English originals with Czech translations or Czech originals with English 
translations. One members of the circle — 0. Ticha — compared a 17th-century 
English text with its Modem English equivalent. The corresponding English and 
Czech (or E N E and NE) texts were compared sentence by sentence and all instances 
of complex condensation, opposed to paratactically or hypotactically arranged clau
ses with finite verb forms in the other language, were recorded, classified and ta
bulated. Unless otherwise stated, the whole of the book was analysed. 

D. Chvatalova studied the instances of complex condensation occurring in 
K. Mansfield's Bliss and Other Stories and its outstanding Czech translation by 
A. Skoumal. As J . Caha (7) pointed out in his discussion of Skoumal's translation, 
Mansfield's style may be characterized as favourizing simple sentence structure. 
A high number of sentences contains only up to ten words and a strong majority 
goes up to twenty words, sentences with more than twenty words being rather 
rare. J.-£aha also stressed the use of parataxis, which is more frequent here than 
is usual in English. But even so, when compared with the Czech translation, K. Mans
field's sentences contain a high number of instances of complex condensation, as 
is shown by thefollowing table, in which the columns indicate the type of the English 
condenser and the lines the type of the corresponding Czech clause. 
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Paratactical main 
cl. 415 16 31 24 1 9 7 22 525 51.1 

Subject cl. — — 13 — — 1 — — 14 1.4 
Object cl. 27 73 11 — 18 — 2 132 12.9 
Attributive cl. 62 10 10 6 — 3 5 10 106 10.4 
Complementary cl. 59 — 10 5 — 8 1 2 85 8.3 
Temporal cl. 42 1 6 10 5 1 8 73 7.1 
Cl. of Manner 6 1 3 1 2 2 — 15 1.5 
Consecutive cl. 9 . — 9 2 — — — 3 23 2.2 
Causal cl. — 2 4 — 1 — 1 8 0.8 
Final cl. 27 6 — 1 — — 34 3.3 
Conditional cl. 1 - 2 2 — — — — 5 0.5 
Concessive cl. 1 — 1 — — — — 2 0.2 
Other clauses — — 2 1 — — — — 3 0.3 

TOTAL 622 29 188 72 2 48 16 48 1,025 100 
Per cent 60.7 2.8 18.3 7.0 0.2 4.7 1.5 4.7 100 — 

Fig. 1. Condensation instances in K. Mansfield's Bliss and Other Stories. 

In contrast with the total number of 1,025 cases of condensation in the English 
version, the Czech translation of Mansfield's stories contains only 44 instances of 
complex condensation. (8) 
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In order to see whether the different degrees of condensation as revealed by the 
above-examined English book and its Czech translation are not a result of the trans
lator's individual approach to his tasks, a Czech novel and its English, translation 
were subjected to analysis by A. Hladka, who confronted K. Capek's novel Kra-
katit with its English translation by L . Hyde , published under the title An Ato
mic Phantasy. (9) 
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Paratactical main 
cl. 217 10 12 13 — — 10 17 279 48.3 

Subject cl. 1 — 11 — — — — 1 13 2.2 
Object cl. 17 — 73 21 2 7 — 2 122 •21.3 
Attributive cl. 6 3 8 1 — — — 1 19 3.3 
Complementary ch 20 — 2 — — — — — 22 3.8 
Temporal cl. 3 — 2 1 — — — — 6 1.0 
Cl. of Manner — — 1 7 — — — 5 13 2.2 
Consecutive cl. 3 1 — — — — 4 0.6 
Causal cl. — 2 — — — — 2 0.3 
Final cl. — I 78 8 — — — 1 88 15.2 
Conditional cl. — — 5 — — — — — 5 0.9 
Concessive cl. 
Other clauses — 1 — — — 4 5 0.9 

TOTAL 287 15 195 51 2 7 10 31 578 100 
Per cent 46.0 2.5 34.1 8.9 0.3 1.2 1.8 5.2 100 

Fig. 2. Condensation instances in K. Capek's An Atomic Phantasy. 

Both tables confirm J . Vachek's results quoted in his paper (cf. Note 1): the most 
frequent condensers in English are the participles, followed by infinitives and gerunds. 
The most frequent Czech clauses replacing the English participial cases of conden
sation are paratactically arranged main clauses, while the infinitives are opposed 
to Czech final and object clauses (the latter often expressing wish, request, etc.). — 
It should be added that in the corresponding Czech context only 188 condensation 
cases were ascertained. 

As it is not possible to illustrate all main types of condensation by suitable spe
cimens, at least three sentences are offered here, two from K. Mansfield's book and 
one from Capek's An Atomic Phantasy. 

1. She went over to the window and leaned against it, pressing her hands against the pane. 
- M 6 
Pfistoupila k oknu, opfela se o ne a nice pHtiskla na okenni tabulky. — M 11 

2. I thought so at the time and decided to make a note of it. — M 75 
Tok mi to tehdy napadlo a uminil jsem si, ze si to zapisi. — M 64 

3. Would there never be a sound, the cry of a bird, the barking of a dog in a village, some 
sign of life? - C 244 
Cot se nic neozve, nezavola ptak, neStekne ve vsi pes, neda nic znameni iivota? — 
C 307 

The instance 1 represents the most frequent type of complex condensation — a pre
sent participle in English, opposed to a paratactical clause in Czech. The instance 
2 exemplifies a commonly known construction with an infinitive acting as a condenser 
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The instance 3 is a good illustration of the nominal tenor of the English sentence 
as opposed to the Czech original, where four finite verbs convey actions rendered 
in English by nouns. 

Besides the above-mentioned books of narrative prose, also specialized contexts 
were subjected to analysis. 0. Kffz compared A. L . Morton's History of England 
with its Czech translation, (10) arriving at convincing results, although the Czech 
translation cannot be considered^ first-class one. As already noted by J . Vachek, 
the translators often preserve the nominal tenor of the English sentences, e. g. by 
employing — to a higher degree than is desirable — the indefinite perfect participles 
(such as vzav, zajistiv etc.). 
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Paratactical main 
cl. 72 6 9 3 — 5 1 13 110 22.0 

Subject cl. — — 20 — — 6 — — 26 5.2 
Object cl. 8 — 34 12 — 14 — 2 70 14.0 
Attributive cl. 30 36 28 8 — 16 . 9 8 145 29.0 
Complementary cl. — — — — 1 — — 1 0.2 
Temporal cl. 6 4 1 2 — 3 — — 16 3.2 
Cl. of Manner — — 30 — — 2 — 2 34 6.8 
Consecutive cl. — 2 — — — — — 2 0.4 
Causal cl. 13 1 — 2 — 7 _ — 23 4.6 
Final cl. 1 _ 39 3 — — — — 43 8.6 
Conditional cl. 1 1 - — 1 — — 3 0.6 
Concessive cl. 3 1 _ — _ 1 — 7 12 2.4 
Other clauses 2 3 2 3 — — 1 4 15 3.0 

TOTAL 147 51 166 33 66 11 36 500 100 
Per cent 29.4 10.2 33.2 6.6 — 11.2 2.2 7.2 100 

Fig. 3. Condensation instances in A. L. Morton's A People's History of England. 

The Czech version contains only 57 instances of condensation, mostly due to the 
introduction into the sentence of a noun or an adjective, often derived from 
a verb. A Czech condensation employing a verbal adjective as condenser is given 
below. 

4. The food that was gathered for the social group, the animals that were hunted, the fish 
that was caught, were jointly produced and jointly consumed. — MO 20 
Nasbirane potraviny, nalovena zver a nachytane ryby se spotfebovaly spoIecnS, stejne 
jako se spolefinS pgstovaly a lovily. — MO 13 

A number of specialized Czech contexts translated into English were analysed by 
J . Hladky. Not all of them, however, can be considered reliable as regards the quality 
of translation. A comparison of the ratios of instances of complex condensation re
veals that in books translated by native Englishmen the majority of instances of 
complex condensation is, as a rule, on the English side, while in books translated by 
native Czech translators the Czech condensation cases outnumber those found in 
English. We have, therefore, abstained from including in the present paper results 
from Czech specialized contexts, the translators of which are not known or are 
known to be born Czechs. The following table is based on books by Z. Wirth, 
V. Chaloupecky and L . Stoll. (11) 
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Paratactical main 
cl. 6 2 2 2 — 2 — 9 23 11.5 

Subject cl. — — 4 2 — . — 1 — 7 3.5 
Object cl. 6 2 36 8 — 2 2 1 57 28.5 
Attributive cl. 18 20 14 5 — 8 — 11 76 38.0 
Complementary cl. 3 1 1 — — — — — 5 2.5 
Temporal cl. 2 — — 3 — — — — 5 2.5 
Cl. of Manner — — _ 3 — 1 — 1 5 2.5 
Consecutive cl. — 3 — — — — — 3 1.5 
Causal cl. 
Final cl. — 15 _ — — — — 15 7.5 
Conditional cl. 
Concessive cl. — 1 — — — — — . — 1 0.5 
Other clauses — — 2 — — — — 1 3 . 1.5 

TOTAL 
Per cent 

35 
17.5 

26 
13.0 

77 
38.5 

23 
11.5 - 13 

6.5 
3 
1.5 

23 
11.5 

200 
. 100 

100 

Fig. 4. Condensation instances in books by Z. Wirth, V. Chaldupecky and L. Stoll. 

The number of condensation cases of the opposite type (i. e. a Czech condenser 
as opposed to a finite verb in English) in the three above-mentioned books is compara
tively higher than in any of the preceding contexts — 146 instances. Some commen
tary on this fact will be offered in Chapter Two, where differences ascertainable 
between the individual contexts will be discussed. Upon the whole, however, the 
examined specialized contexts reveal the same tendencies as the above-noted nar
rative prose works. 

Although most of the above tables are based on sufficient quantities of instances, 
it may be of some interest to summarize all the established data in one table and 
to include in the table the numbers of Czech condensation cases, so that the method 
of analysis employed and its results may stand out with particular clearness. 
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Mansfield 622 29 188 72 2 48 16 48 1,025 44 
Capek 267 15 195 51 2 7 10 31 578 188 
TOTAL narrative 889 44 383 123 4 55 26 79 1,603 232 

Morton 147 51 166 33 56 11 36 500 57 
Wirth etc. 35 26 77 23 — 13 3 23 200 146 
TOTAL 

specialized 182 77 243 56 — 69 14 59 700 203 

T O T A L 1,071 121 626 179 4 124 40 138 2,303 435 

Fig. 5. Condensation instances in all analysed contexts. 
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As has been indicated above, the four analyses drawing their conclusions from 
the comparison of corresponding Czech and English contexts are accompanied by 
the study of 0. Ticha, who approaches the problem from a diachronical angle. 
Her method of analysis uses identical texts dating from different periods of the de
velopment of language, i. e. one from the Early Modern English period and 
one from Modern English. The most useful texts of the desired type are to be found 
in the Bible. 0. Ticha analyses the four gospels from the Authorized Version and 
from The Moffatt Translation. (12) 
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Paratactical main cl. 153 11 58 27 4 32 3 3 7 16 314 26.3 
Subject cl. 1 2 3 4 66 1 1 7 3 88 7.4 
Object cl. 10 2 111 14 88 8 — 10 4 247 20.6 
Attributive ol. 12 37 11 8 1 49 21 84 48 15 286 24.0 
Complementary cl. 

27" Temporal cl. 27" 2 8 59 1 27 3 — 1 5 133 11.1 
Cl. of Manner — — _ — 2 — _ 3 2 7 0.6 
Consecutive cl. — 1 — _ 4 - — — — 5 0.4 
Causal cl. 1 — 1 8 _ 1 — — — 1 12 1.0 
Final cl. — 71 7 — 5 — _ — 1 84 7.1 
Conditional cl. — 5 3 - - 1 — — — 9 0.8 
Concessive cl. 1 2 3 0.3 

TOTAL 
Per cent 

204 
17.2 

54 
4.5 

269 
22.5 

130 
10.9 

6 
0,5 

278 
23.3 

37 
3.1 

88 
7.4 

76 
6.4 

51 
4.2 

1193 
100 

100 

Fig. 6. Condensation instances in The Moffatt Translation. 

Here again, the tabulated results confirm J. Vachek's hypothesis, concerning the 
increase of the use of complex condensation cases during the historical development 
of English. — The condensed character of the Modern English version is also clearly 
revealed by the fact that to the 1193 instances of condensation found in Moffatt 
are opposed only 385 contrary cases, i. e. those in which the Authorized Version 
condensed the idea expressed by Moffatt's clause. 

Out of the rich store of the condensation types present in the last-mentioned 
context, we are quoting at least three sentences. 

5. . . . he marueiled, and said to them that followed, . . . 
. . . . he marvelled; . . . , he said to his followers, . . . — M 8,10 

6. Some ofthem that stood there, when they heard that, said, . . . 
On hearing this, some of the bystanders said, . . . M 27,47 

7. And. he left them, & entring into the ship againe, departed to the other side. 
Then he left them, embarked again, and went away to the opposite side. — Mk 8,13 

The instance 5 demonstrates the most frequent means of complex condensation 
used in the Moffatt translation, viz. the noun. Although this type of condensation 
differs from the instances employing the so-called classical condensers (i. e. conden
sers enumerated on p. 105), it certainly supplies an impressive illustration of the 
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nominal tendencies operating in modern English. — In instance 6, a gerund is acting 
as condenser of a subordinate clause of time. — A rather surprising fact is the low 
number of participial cases of condensation in the Moffatt translation and, conversely, 
their high frequency in the Authorized Version, where more than a half of the 385 
condensers are participles. 0. Ticha explains this as due to Dr. Moffatt's striving 
after greater stylistic simplicity and naturalness of his language. This striving has 
led to the frequent use of paratactical finite verb forms where the AV employs 
condensing participles (cf. instance 7). 

So much on the results of individual analyses performed by the members of the 
circle. In the next chapter we should like to give some general conclusions resulting 
from their work considered as a whole. 

II 

The tendency towards nominal expression in contemporary English, of which the 
complex condensation phenomena may be regarded as evidence, has asserted itself 
in the sentence materials discussed in Chapter One with sufficient clearness. There 
exist, however, certain differences between the individual types of contexts, on which 
some commentary is" offered in the following lines. 

One of the features requiring some explanation is the relatively high percentage 
of Czech condensation cases in the original Czech contexts if compared with the 
contexts translated from English. A detailed analysis of this problem would of course 
require further research based on a greater number of instances, and therefore only 
a tentative explanation can be presented here. 

Some of the instances of condensation in Czech are due to the introduction into 
the English sentence of some stylistically motivated phrase or construction requiring 
another finite verb. Two such constructions are instanced in 8 and 9 below. 

8. In 1409 it was chiefly the foreign Germans who left, . . . — U 109 
Z Prahy roku 1409 odesli. pfedevsim Nemci zahranicni, . . . — U 102. 

9. . . . and tackles what is from the aesthetic point of view an extremely important problem 
- S 14 

a nafukava s hlediska estetiky nesmirne dulezity problem, . . . — S 8 

But the main source of the Czech condensation cases in our materials are the 
Czech definite participles translated into English by means of subordinate clauses, 
as shown below in 10 and 11. 

10. Finally there remains a remark about the standpoint of the painter and draughtsman 
who have grasped the picture of Prague. — W 23 
Na konec zbyva jeste zminka o stanovisku malire a kreslife, zachycujiciho obraz Prahy. 
- W 21 

11. Inside there was the musty, smell of rooms which have long been unoccupied and from 
which almost all life has departed. — £ 78 
Bylo tu citit jakousi stuchlinu bytu dlouho neuzivaneho a skoro odumreleho. — £ 100 

Even if all Czech participles cannot be expected to be translated t>y English parti
ciples, it seems probable that part of the high number of Czech participles translated 
by English subordinate clauses is due to the high burdening of these participles, 
which have to convey a number of grammatical categories. E . g. zachycujiciho in 
10 conveys the category of number, case and gender and of time and — last but 
not least — that of aspect. If a translator then wants to give a full-scale formal 
expression to all categories conveyed by the participle, he has to resort to the use of 
a whole clause. Moreover it seems probable that the form of the participle may become 
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very difficult to disentangle for a translator not fully acquainted with the mechanism 
of aspect in Czech. This suggestion seems to be supported by the fact that even 
the subordinate clauses used by the translator need not always present a correct 
rendering of the participle (cf. also instance 10 above). And perhaps the whole 
question has another aspect that should be taken into account: the translators from 
English into Czech are supported in their work by a long and successful tradition 
created by their predecessors and possibly also by some theoretical studies in the 
characterology of the concerned languages. On the other hand, the translators from 
Czech to English are often pioneering along nearly untrodden paths. (13) 

As has been expected a priori, the ratios of cases of complex condensation for 
the English and Czech contexts are different on the level of narrative prose and on 
the level of professional prose (cf. Fig. 5). The explanation seems to be quite at 
hand: Czech professional prose is more nominal (and more condensed) than the nar
rative prose — a fact recorded by B. Havranek as early as in 1932. (14) The English 
narrative style is characterized by a frequent use of complex condensation and the 
same may be expected about the specialized style, even if the difference between 
the two styles in English is probably smaller than the corresponding difference in 
Czech. Unfortunately, the very fruitful method of comparing the two languages 
in question cannot be profitably employed here. What is needed, is the establishment 
of the 'degree of condensation', as we might call it, of each of the two languages 
taken separately. But if the method of comparison with another language (or with 
an analogous context from some other historical period of the same language) is 
abandoned, the background, on which the phenomenon of complex condensation 
can be ascertained, is lost. At least a tentative answer to our question may be found, 
if only undoubted instances of complex condensation are taken into account, such 
as can be identified at first sight. Such instances are present in the group of the most 
frequent condensers, viz. the participles, and also in the category of gerunds. Two 
examples will suffice to show the main types concerned. 

12. So he flew round and round her, touching the water with his wings and making silver 
ripples. — HP 13 

13. . . . ; and the Mathematical Master frowned and looked very severe, for he did not approve 
• of children dreaming. — HP 13 

The sentences with infinitival condensers cannot be included, because sometimes 
it is very difficult to decide whether the case in question represents an instance of 
condensation or not. 

The simplest narrative prose is that of the fairy-tales and of children's books. 
Therefore it is not surprising to find that in 0. Wilde's The Happy Prince and Other 
Tales and in two children's books (15) only about 16 per cent of the sentences of 
the descriptive passages (all direct and. semi-direct speech being left out) contain an 
instance of condensation of the above undoubted type. In several shorter contexts 
taken from literary prose (16) the percentage varies from 31 to 49 sentences 
(A. Huxley 31, J. Hilton 38, E. Linklater 40 and J. Galsworthy 49). In English speci
alized contexts (17) the number of sentences containing a condensation case of the 
above type may rise above 50 per cent (Medical Dictionary of Pears' Cyclopaedia — 
53 per cent, R. F. Treharne's article — 50 per cent), but it may be also lower than 
that (H. Truscott's analysis of a Schubert's quartet — 44, The Wars of the Roses 
in Encyclopedia Britannica — 39 per cent). We have even found an article where 
the percentage is very low — below 13 per cent —, but the whole text is too short 
to be considered as reliable. (18) To a certain degree, the analysis of the specialized 
contexts is rather surprising, but it must be borne in mind that only a small number 
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of contexts has been analysed and that the method employed does not cover all 
types of complex condensation and all manifestations of the nominal expression in 
English. The above percentages in the specialized contexts may reveal interesting 
differences between the narrative and professional styles, but this question requires 
further investigation within a wider setting (the character of the English verb etc.). 
At present this investigation must remain outside the scope of the present Remarks 
and we hope to discuss it elsewhere. 

The degree of condensation of the Czech texts is as expected: a context from chil
dren's literature (19) contains only a few condensation cases and in four contexts 
from literary prose (20) the'percentage ranges from 11 to 19 per cent (K. Capek 11, 
I. Olbracht 15, J . Drda 17, M. Pujmanova 19). And in professional prose the number 
of sentences with participial condensations rises even higher: Z. Wirth 33, A. Jira-
sek 27, V. Menzl 25 per cent. (21) Especially the style of Z. Wirth is of a character 
now not very frequent in specialized works: highly condensed, with an accumulation 
of nominal forma in long sentences, as may be seen from the following example. 

14. ZJejmfi z popudu nakladatele pfilohy do leptu, Wnovfi tak vyrovnaneho. vlozeny primi-
tivnS bfly seznam Cfsel ukazuje jii na zhrubfily vkus, ktery se v te dobS dostavuje v nS-
mecke grafice. — W 39 

Although the above attempt at a quantitative appreciation of the degree of con
densation in English and Czech taken separately suffers from lack of perfection of 
the method employed, at least some light may have been thrown on questions that 
will have to be tackled in the future. Our tentative analysis might possibly indicate 
that in English the specialized style need not resort to the use of the method of 
complex condensation in a frequency markedly higher than that of the narrative 
style. On the other hand, in Czech, where the narrative style is far from being remark
ably condensed, the authors of professional prose resort to the use of condensers 
more often than the authors of narrative prose. 

A question inviting investigation are the conditions inside the sphere of the parti
cipial cases of condensation, where several types, more or less distinct, may be ob
served. The first type are the condensation instances exemplified in 1 and 12: the 
action expressed by the condenser refers to the subject of the sentence (loosely 
speaking, of course). As a rule, such condensers are separated from their main clauses 
by commas, perhaps because the grammatical relation of a condenser of the present 
type to a main clause is not of a direct character (on the function of the English 
punctuation, cf. J . Firbas and V. Fried). (22) In the instances taken from 
K. Mansfield's stories, (6) however, the condensation cases of the discussed type are 
not separated by commas when preceding the main clause — this may be due to 
the intention of stressing their coherence with the main clause and of distinguishing 
them from absolute constructions. Another type of "subjective" condensation cases 
without commas is instanced in the following sentence. 

15. As she lay waiting for things to stop spinning, . . . — M 33 
Jak tak lezela a fiekala, az se pfestarie vSechno motat, . . . — M 31 

This is a well-known construction in modern English. The finite verb (usually 
lie, stand, sit etc.) is dynamically very weak and the form of the whole construction 
then comes very near a sentence with a progressive verb form, although it cannot 
be identified with it: *As she was waiting for things to stop spinning, ... 

The condensation instances exemplified in 1 and 12 do not, as a matter of fact, 
replace any subordinate clause in English (and in Czech they are mostly rendered 
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by main clauses or by paratactically arranged finite verbs). And as these instances 
of condensation represent a very powerful type in contemporary English, it appears 
that the definition of complex condensation (cf. p. 105) should be made more general 
by replacing the specification "subordinate clause" by a more general term, so that 
complex condensation would be denned as "the introduction into a sentence of 
a nominal element or phrase, (condenser, for short) enabling the said sentence to do 
without a hypotactically or paratactically arranged clause the use of which would 
otherwise be indispensable" (for the original version of the definition of complex 
condensation as conceived by V. Mathesius, cf. J . Vachek, Note 1). 

Other types of participial instances of complex condensation are exemplified by 
the two sentences below. 

18. She opened her eyes wide, and she heard the silence spinning its soft endless web. — M 25 
Rozevfela Siroce oCi a slySela, jak ticho pfede svou hebkou nekoneinou pavufiinu. — M 25 

17. . . . ; she leaned back against the buttoned leather cushions and shut her eyes, her lips 
trembling with laughter. — M l 
Opfela se o kozene polStare, pfiSite knofliky, zavfela odi a rty se ji tf&sly smichem. — M 7 

In Mansfield's book, the construction instanced in 17 (the nominative absolut 
participle construction) is comparatively rare, while the type exemplified under 1 
(a construction with a secondary subject) is found more often. 

When a construction with a secondary subject follows after verbs like see, hear 
(and other verbs of sensual perception), there are two possible ways of condensation 
as is well known: either by means of a participle (cf. instance 16) or by means o 
an infinitive (e. g. . . . standing at the bottom of the road outside Mr. Bullen's gat 
she can hear the sea sob: "Ah!... — M 319). This is a phenomen belonging to the 
sphere of rivalry between the infinitive and the verbal w^-forms, a question very 
complicated and already dealt with by I. Poldauf. (23) 

Finally we should like to comment on one purely formal aspect of complex 
condensation cases. If a sentence containing an instance of complex condensation 
were "discondensed", so to speak, it would be necessary to introduce into it some 
formal words (conjunctions etc.) and/or words conveying grammatical categories, al
ready conveyed, however, by the subject and the finite verb. From the point of 
view of functional sentence perspective, (24) these conveyers are often dynamically 
very weak, occurring in the spheres of the theme and transition. Therefore an intro
duction of a condenser into a sentence also prevents repetition of some dynamically 
weak sentence elements. 

By way of closing our remarks on the phenomenon of complex condensation as 
reflected in some English and Czech contexts, we should like to recapitulate the main 
issues discussed. As has been already shown by J . Vachek, (1) the method of complex 
condensation is one of the foundation stones in the structure of the English sentence. 
A detailed analysis of several contexts confirms his conception, providing sufficient 
quantities of material for the purpose of establishing the main types of condensation 
instances and of the condensers employed. The complexity of the implications of the 
whole problem, especially as regards the differences beween the levels of narrative 
and professional prose, requires further investigation within a wider setting, so 
that more decisive conclusions could be drawn. 
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S O U H R N 

Poznamky k pfipadam komplexni kondenzace v nfikterych angllckyoh a ceskych textech 

Srovnani anglickyoh a ceskych (pHp. land novoanglickych a novoanglickych) textu, ktere 
provedlo pfit filenu vMeokeho krouzku pfi anglickem seminafi, pln8 potvrdilo zavery J. Vachka 
o ruznem stupni vyuiiti metody komplexni kondenzace v anglifitinS a v 8e5tin8. Celkovy pocet 
pfipadu kondenzace ve zkoumanych anglickych textech je 2,303, kdezto ceske testy obsahujf 
pouze 435 pffpadu. Hlavnimi kondezory jsou anglicka participia a infinitivy, pfioemz zvlaStS 
casta jsou anglicka participia na. -ing, kterym v ceStine odpovfdaji — opet z vetsf cisti — souf adne 
v8ty hlavni. Proti anglickym infinitivum stojf pak v fiestinS vedlejsi v6ty ufielov6 a vety pred-
m8tne. Rovnfiz srovnani rane novoanglickeho textu s textem novoanglickym potvrzuje poetupne 
posileni metody komplexni kondenzaoe, ke kteremu doslo behem historickeho vyvoje anglifitiny. 

V druhe kapitole jsou probir&ny ngktere otazky, ktere vyplyvaji ze souhrn6ho pohledu na 
shrom&zdeny material. PfedevSim je pocet pfipadu kondenzace v puvodnich ceskyoh textech 
vyssi nez v textech pfelozenych z anglifitiny. Vysvetleni snad lze hledat v angliokem textu, 
kde ceskym kondenzorum (hlavnS tzv. slovesnym adjektivum j. zachycujlcl, zachovantf atp.) od-
povidaji v pfekladech z cestiny dosti casto vedlejsi vety vztazne. Neni vylouceno, ze pfekladatele 
se snaii vyjadrit pomoci vedlejsi v8ty vSechny gramaticke kategorie, jejichz nositeli uvedena 
adjektiva jsou. 

Pokusne zkoumani fiastosti vyskytu participialnich a gerundialnich kondenzoru (zjistuje se 
procento v&t, ktere tyto kondezory obsahujf) potvrzuje vysledky dosazene srovnanfm anglifitiny 
a cestiny, ale soucasnl naznacu je, ze v anglifitine rozdil mezi stupnem kondenzovanosti prozaickych 
popisnych textu a textu odbornych nemusi byt tak zfejmy, jako je tomu v Jesting. 

Uvnitf angliokych participialnich pfipadu kondenzace je mozno rozlisit nekolik zakladnich 
typu. Nejpocetn&jsi jsou pfipady kondenzace die pfipadu 1 a 12, v nichz dej nebo fiinnost kon-
denzorem vyjadfene se vztahuji ke gramatickemu podmStu v8ty. Zvl&Stnf skupinu uvnitf tohoto 
typu kondenzace tvoff vazby die pfikladu 15, v nichz urfiite sloveso hlavni vSty je dynamicky 
velmislabe a jeho spojeni s kondenzorem je paktSsnfijSi. Protozeanivanglifitine' vStsina,,subjek-
tivnich" pfipadu kondenzaoe nenahrazuje podfadne vedlejsi v8ty(a v fieSting jim vetSinou od-
povidaji soufadne vfity hlavni), m£la by definice komplexni kondenzace byt upravena tak, aby 
pokryvala i pfipady kondenzace soufadnych hlavnfch vfit. Dalsimi participi&lnimi typy kon
denzace jsou vazby se sekundamim podmfitem (pfiklad 16) a vazby absolutniho nominativu 
s participiem (pfiklad 17). I kdyz neni tak casta jako shora uvedeny typ die pfikladu 1 a 12, 
vyskyiuje se vazba se se sekundarnim podmStem fiasteji nez vazba s absolutnim nominativem, 
ktera je ve zkoumanem materialu, t.j. hlavnS v povidkachK. Mansfieldove, pomfirne dosti fldka. 
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P E 3 K 3 M E 

IIpHMeqamiH K cJiyqaaM KOMnneKCHoft KOHAeHcauHn B HeKOTopux 
aHrJiHiicKinc H MCUICKUX TeKCTax 

CpaBHeHHe aHrjiHHCKiix H qemcKHX TCKCTOB (HJIH paHHe HOBoaHraHHCKHX n HOBoaHrjiHH-
CKHX TeKCTOB), npoBe^eHHoe nHTbio ineaami H a y r a o r o K p y j K K a n p H aHrjiBHCKOM ceMHHape, 
BnonHe noflTBepAHno BHBOAH H. BaxeKa no onpeAejieHHio paaHUX CTeneHea ncnoj ib-
30BaHHH MeTOfla KOMnjieKCHoa KOHAeHcaunu B aur j inucKOM n l e u i c K O M H3braax. Bceo6mee 
*JHCJIO cj iynaeB KOMnjieKCHOH KOHACHcaHnn B nayqeHHtix a H r j i n n c K i i x TeKCTax — 2,303, 
B TO BpeMH K8K B TOHICKOM TeKCTe Bcero j iHmb 435 c j i y i a e B . TjiaBHEje KOHAeHcopH — 
3TO aBTJIHHCKHe I ipHiaCTHH H HH$HHHTHBH, npH'ieM OCOSeHHO laCTblMH 6bIBaK>T I ipHiaCTHH 
Ha -ing, KOTopt iM B qemcKOM H3tiKe cooTBeTCTByKT — o n H T t 6oJii.meH q a d b i o — c o w H e H -
H U e npCflJlOJKeHHfl. IIpOTHB aBTJIHHCKUX HHIpHHHTHBOB CTOHT SaTeM B l emCKOM H3LIK6 n p H -
A a T o i H H e npefljioHteHHH UCJIH H AonoJiHHTejibHtie npeflj ioweHHH. TOIHO TBK n o A T B e p « A a e T 
epaBHeHHe paHHe HOBoaHrj inacKHX H HOBoaHrjiHHCKHX TeKCTOB nocieneHHoe ynpenjieHHe 
ineTOfla KOMnneKCHofi KOHfleHcauHH, KOTopoe ocyinecTBHjiocb B T e i e H H H H C T o p u i e c K o r o 
pa3BHTHH aHrJIHHCKOrO H 3 U K a . 

Bo BTopofl rjiaBe paccMaTpnBaioTCH HeKOToptie B o n p o c u , BUTeKaionTne H3 coBOKynHoro 
B3rnHAa Ha c o 6 p a H H U H M a T e p n a n . IIpeJKAe Bcero IHCJIO c n y i a e B KOHAeHcanHH oojibnie 
B nemcKHX noflj iHHHHKax TOM B nepeBoflax c aHrj iHHCKoro Ha neincKHH. 06i>flCH6Hne B03-
MOWHO HCKaTb B aHrj inucKOM TeKCTe, rne l e m c K H M KOHAeHCopaM (rnaBHUM o6pa30M TaK 
HasuBaeMbie OTraarojibHbie npnjiaraTejibHbie, K a K z a c h y c u j i c i , z a c h o v a n y H noA-) cooTBeT-
CTByiOT B nepeBOAax c n e m c K o r o H3biKa AOBOJibHO l a c T o OTHOCHTejibHwe npeAJioHceHUH. 
He ncKJiioHaeTCH BOSMowHOCTb, HTO nepeBOAHHKH nonpo6oBaj iH BbjpawaTb c noMombio 
n p H A a T o i H u x npeAJJOJKeHHH Bee r p a M M a r a i e c K H e K a T e r o p n n , HocnTejiHMn KOTopt ix HBJIH-
IOTCH npnBeACHHbic l e m c K n e K O H n e H c o p u . 

O n u T H o e HCCJieAOBaHae HacTOTHOCTH c j i y i a e B KOHA£Hcan,nn c noMombio n p n i a c T H H 
H r e p y H A H H (yCTaHOBJiHBaeTCH nponsHT npeAJioweHnfi , KOTopbie coAepataT 3TH KOHAeHCopu) 
noATBepwflaeT pe3yj ibTaTU, noj iy ieHHbie n p n cpaBHeHHH aHrjraf icKoro H qemcKoro H3MKOB, 
HO oAHOBpeiaeHHO n o K a a w B a e T . T r o B aHrcriracKOM H3UKe pa3HHna MeatAy CTeneHHMH KOHAeH-
coBaHHOCTH n p o s a m e c K H X H cneunaJibHbix TCKCTOB He AOJiJKHa 6 u T b TaK o i eBHAHa, K a K 
3TO 6uBaeT B qeincKOM nabiKe. 

B H y r p n c j r y i a e B KOHAeHcaqHH c noMombio n p n i a c T H g MOHCHO p a s n n i H T b HecKonbKO 
ocHOBHbix ranoB. CBMOH MHoroHHCJieHHOH KOHAeHcan,nen HBJiHeTCH KOHACHcaijnfl no n p n -
M e p y 1 H 12, B KOTopofi AeficTBHe HJIH AeHTenbHOCTb BbipaweHHbie KOHAeHCopoM OTHOCHTCH 
K I'paMMaTHiecKOMy noAJiewameMy npcAJiojKCHHfl. O c o 6 y i o r p y n n y B H y i p n 3Toro Tnna 
KOHAeHcauHfi cocTaBJiHMT o 6 o p o T u no n p H M e p y 15, rAe onpeAejieHHbifl r j i a r o n rnaBHOro 
npeAJioweHHH HH3K0H CTeneHH AHH3MHHHOCTH H ero coeAHHeHne c KOHAeHCopoM HOTOM 
TecHee. TaK K a K Aawe B aHrjmficKOM H3biKe oojibiniiHCTBo c n y i a e B KOHAeHcaqHH yKa38HHoro 
T u n a He 38M8HHeT noAiHHeHHtie npeAJioHteHHH (a B leracKOM H3UKe HM cooTBeTCTByKT 
B SojibinHHCTBe c n y q a e B coiHHeHHbie rjiaBHbie npeAJioa<eHHH), AC(fnHnr[HH KOMnjieKCHOH 
KOHAencaaMH A O J i » H a 6 u 6 m i a 6biTt H3M0HeHa TSKUM o6paaoM, HTO6H B u p a w a n a H KOHACH-
cauHio 'coiHHeHHbix rjiaBHbix npeAJioweHHH. /JajibHeHiiiHH THn KOHAeHcaiiHH n p n n o M o m n 
n p n q a c T H H — 3TO K O H C T p y K i i n a c BTopocTeneHHbiM uoAJieiKamHM (npninep 16) n KOHCTpyKUHH 
c a6conioTHLiM HMeHHTejibHtiM (npninep 17). XOTH THn c BTopocTeneHHbiM noAJiewamHM He 
6biBaeT TaK HacTbiM K a K B u m e npHBefleHHtra ™n no npnuiepy 1 H 12, OH BCTpeiaeTCH lame, 
qeiu KOHCTpyKiiHH, K O T o p a n HBjineTcn AOBOJibHO peAKOH B H3y iaeM0M MaTepnajie, TO ecTb 
rnaBHbiM o6paaoM B p a c c K a 3 a x K. MeHcc[iHjibAOBOH. 

IlepeBejia H. OSpuijiunoea 
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